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Abstract. The investigation attempts to adapt a beam finite element procedure based on the
Generalised Beam Theory (GBT) to the analysis of perforated columns. The presence of perforations
is taken into account through the use of two beam elements with different properties, for the nonperforated and perforated parts of the member. Each part is meshed with its corresponding finite
element and, afterwards, they are linked by means of constraint equations. Linear buckling analyses
on steel storage rack columns are carried out to demonstrate how the proposed procedure should be
applied. Some practical issues are discussed, such as the GBT deformation modes to be included in
the analyses, or the optimum finite element discretization. The resulting buckling loads are validated
by comparison with the values obtained in analyses performed using shell finite element models.
Finally, it is verified that the buckling loads produced with the proposed method are rather accurate.

1 INTRODUCTION
The article presents a numerical procedure to carry out linear buckling analysis of coldformed steel members with multiple perforations evenly distributed along their length. The
procedure has been derived to calculate the buckling loads of the columns used in steel
storage rack structures. These calculations are performed by means of a beam finite element
procedure developed on the basis of the Generalised Beam Theory (GBT).
Nowadays, three numerical methods are commonly applied to carry out linear buckling
analyses of thin-walled members: the Finite Element Method (FEM), the Finite Strip Method
(FSM), and the Generalised Beam Theory. The FEM is the most versatile, since it can be
easily adapted to complex geometries and different load and member end conditions.
However, its computational cost is high, and it is usually implemented in software that is
difficult to learn and use. On the contrary, FSM and GBT analyses can be carried out with
more accessible and easy to use programs, such as CUFSM1 and GBTUL2. The latest
advances in these programs have allowed FSM and GBT to become a very good alternative to
FEM. Nowadays, they offer an acceptable adaptability to different analysis conditions at low
computational cost3,4.
The problem when both GBT and FSM are applied to rack columns is that they cannot deal
with perforations. These methods can only consider variations at the cross-section level, and
cannot easily reproduce any discrete variation along the length of the member. However, in
view of the advantages that the use of GBT and FSM involve, it is worth trying to expand

their application to perforated rack columns. This is the aim of the investigation presented in
the article.
The reduced thickness approach has been recently applied by different authors to tackle the
analysis of members with rack type perforations using the FSM5-7. It consists in reducing the
thickness of some parts of the cross-section to take into account the effect of holes. The
reduced thickness used in the perforated parts is provided by equations that have been
previously calibrated in different investigations5. This approach is very practical, since it can
be applied using the existing FSM software. The only difference with respect to the analysis
of an unperforated member lies in the fact that the cross-section model has to include some
segments with thinner thickness. The main disadvantage of the method is that it might be
inaccurate when applied to members with cross-sections and holes different from those used
in the calibration of the reduced thickness equations.
A more general method is proposed in Eccher et al.8, where the formulation of the FSM
analysis procedure is modified to include directly the holes in the model. This can be done
through the application of the isoparametric spline finite strip method, which results in
excellent elastic buckling load estimations for rack columns with different types of holes
(rectangular, elliptical and diamond shaped holes).
In the present investigation, holes are also taken into account at the derivation stage of the
analysis procedure. Therefore, a general method is also proposed, but it is developed in the
frame of the Generalised Beam Theory, with which the authors have already carried out some
investigations in the past9,10.
The article is devoted to show how the standard GBT beam finite element method has been
adapted to consider perforations. The proposed approach, presented in Section 2, consists in
meshing the perforated and non-perforated parts of the member with two different finite
elements, the perforated and non-perforated finite element, respectively. The GBT mechanical
properties of the perforated element have been reduced to take into account the holes, but no
calibration is needed as shown in Section 2.1. Afterwards, the perforated and non-perforated
parts are linked by means of constraint equations on the degrees of freedom of the finite
elements. In this sense, the proposed procedure is similar to the one recently presented by Cai
and Moen11. Some analysis examples are included in Section 3 to show the key points and the
performance of the new method. Finally, the conclusions of Section 4 will close the paper. It
should be noted that the investigation has only been focused on linear buckling analysis of
compressed members.
2 THEORETICAL BASIS FOR THE ANALYSIS OF PERFORATED MEMBERS
VIA GBT
Generally speaking, the method presented in this article follows the standard GBT
procedure when deriving the cross-section mechanical properties and creating the finite
element stiffness matrices. The presence of holes only involves small changes into these two
GBT operations, as it is shown in Sections 2.1 and 2.2. The proposed approach differs from
the usual GBT procedure in the process of assembly of the element stiffness matrices to
obtain the global stiffness matrix. This particular matrix assembly is described in Section 2.3.
2.1 Cross-section analysis
The first step in any GBT calculation is the cross-section analysis, from which the
deformation modes and the modal GBT cross-section properties are determined12,13. The
deformation modes are usually grouped into four different classes14: (i) conventional modes,
including global modes (G), distortional modes (D) and local modes (L); (ii) natural shear
modes (NS); (iii) transverse-extension modes (TE); and (iv) local shear modes (LS). Each
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In this modal approach, the deformation modes included in the analysis are selected
depending on the complexity of the phenomenon to be simulated. For instance, when the
global buckling load of a long member is calculated, only conventional global deformation
modes are needed. On the contrary, when the effect of a concentrated load is studied, the
analysis has to consider a larger number of modes, including, probably, conventional local,
distortional and global modes, as well as some transverse-extension and local shear modes.
However, it should be kept in mind that, in a similar way as in the standard finite element
method, the more modes are considered in the analysis, the higher the computational cost is
(although the GBT computational cost is usually far lower than the FEM computational cost).
In the GBT calculation procedure proposed herein for perforated members, the crosssection analysis is carried out twice, on the non-perforated and perforated cross-sections. In
Fig. 3, it can be observed that both cross-sections are the same, but for the thickness of the
perforated segment. All the analyses of this investigation are performed considering that the
thickness of the perforated segment is t/100, where t is the gross sheet thickness. It should be
pointed out that the use of this value of reduced thickness has only been verified for patterns
of small rack perforations. Additional work should be carried out in the future to validate the
use of the t/100 thickness in other types of perforations, such as in large and isolated
perforations.
Fig. 3 also shows the cross-section discretization of a perforated channel member, where
minimum two intermediate nodes are required for each hole.
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Natural node
Fig. 3. Unperforated and perforated channel cross-section, and example of cross-section discretization.

Sub-indexes np and p will be used for the parameters corresponding to the non-perforated
and perforated cross-sections, respectively. For instance, the vectors of the deformation
modes are designated as: uk,np(s), vk,np(s) and wk,np(s); and uk,p(s), vk,p(s) and wk,p(s).
Finally, once the deformation modes have been determined, the displacement field of a
member is expressed using a modal vector space:

u x , s   u k s · k ,x  x  ,
v x , s   vk s ·k  x  ,
w x , s   wk s ·k  x  ,

(1.a)
(1.b)
(1.c)

where the summation convention applies to subscript k, and (x) is the amplitude function
of mode k in the longitudinal member direction.
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2.2 GBT Finite element stiffness matrices
The aim of this Section is to introduce the stiffness matrices of a GBT based finite element,
so that in the next Section it will be possible to easily demonstrate how these matrices are
assembled.
The GBT finite element matrices are derived from the member strain energy variation U:

U  U 1  U 2 ,

(2)

where U1 is the variation of the strain energy first order terms14:

U 1 

 C ·
ij

i ,xx



· j ,xx  Dij ·i ,x · j ,x  Eij ·i · j ,xx  E ji ·i ,xx · j  Bij ·i · j ·dx ,

(3)

Le

and U2 is the variation of the strain energy second order terms. The second order term
corresponding to the membrane longitudinal strain is the only one considered in the procedure
proposed in this article:

U 2    Wk0 ·C kij ·i ,x · j ,x ·dx ,

(4)

Le

In the equations above, Le is the length of the member (finite element),  is the load
parameter; W0k are the stress resultants; and the other parameters are determined in the crosssection analysis: (i) the cross-section modal mechanical properties Cij, Dij, Eij and Bij, and (ii)
the geometric stiffness components Ckij.
The stiffness matrices are obtained by introducing the proper (x) functions in equations
(2) to (4) (see, for instance, Bebiano et al.15). The shape functions selected for the amplitudes
of the conventional and natural shear modes are Hermite cubic polynomials (equation (5));
while Lagrange cubic polynomials (equation (6)) are used for the amplitudes of the local
shear modes (Basaglia et al.16).
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It is noted that Hermite polynomials are used in the present investigation for the axial
extension mode, instead of the commonly used Lagrange polynomials. This is due to special
requirements concerning the assembling process described in Section 2.3 and Section 3.2.
The final result of the stiffness matrix derivations is the usual finite element matrix
equation (FEM linear buckling analysis equation):

K 

(e)

  G

(e)

·d

(e)

 0 ,

(7)

where [K](e) is the element stiffness matrix, [G](e) is the geometric stiffness matrix, and
{d}(e) is the displacement vector. The stiffness and geometric matrices have as many submatrices as the number of deformation modes considered in the analysis:
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Similarly, the displacement vector is composed of a number of sub-vectors:
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(10)

In the equations above, N is the number of modes; [Kij](e) and [Gij](e) are 4×4 sub-matrices;
and {d j}(e) is also a 4-sized sub-vector. The components of the sub-matrices and sub-vector
differ depending on the shape functions used for the amplitude (x), i.e., depending on
whether i and j are Hermite or Lagrange modes.
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By having a look to the amplitude functions (5) and (6), it is easy to understand the
components of sub-vectors {d j}(e) in equation (10):
-Hermite modes:
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Finally, the expressions for the components of sub-matrices [Kij](e) and [Gij](e) are:
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G ijpr  Wk0 ·C kij   p ,x · r ,x dx ,




Le

(14)

where sub-indexes p and r range from 1 to 4, and  and  can be H or L, depending on the
i and j modes involved in the sub-matrix.
2.3 Assembly of stiffness matrices
Fig. 4(a) shows a perforated column discretized to create a GBT beam model. The member
is composed of a series of non-perforated and perforated parts, and each part is discretized in
a number of GBT finite elements (two elements per part in this figure). The cross-section in
between two parts is called interface cross-section.
This Section illustrates how the global stiffness matrices of the GBT beam model are
created:
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The explanation focuses on one of the [Kij] sub-matrices. The other sub-matrices of the
global stiffness matrix and global geometric stiffness matrix are generated in a similar way.
The first step is the finite element assembly inside each part. It follows the standard GBT
finite element assembly procedure, where finite elements are connected one to each other by
simply locating the element stiffness matrices in the proper place. This is described in Fig.
4(b) (dotted rectangles) for the first three elements of the model in Fig. 4(a). The modes
involved in the sub-matrix of this figure are supposed of Hermite type.
The second step is the assembly of the parts, which can also be described from Fig. 4. The
dashed rectangles in this figure contain the degrees of freedom, and sub-matrices, to be
linked. It is worth noting that at the interface between two parts there are two coincident
nodes, and sets of degrees of freedom. The connection between the parts is established by
means of constraint equations on the degrees of freedom of each coincident node, i.e., on the
amplitude values at the interface. Constraint equations are used to reduce the duplicated set of
degrees of freedom to a single set. This is achieved by imposing continuity of displacements
in the u-v-w space at different points of the cross-section.
Two different sets of constraint equations per connection should be defined for Hermite
modes, since degrees of freedom lk and lk,x are present in the displacement vector; while
just one set of equations is needed for Lagrange modes, because they only have lk,x terms.
An example of constraint equations can be:
-Hermite modes:
ul  x , s   ul 1  x , s   u k ,np s ·kl ,x  u k , p s ·kl ,x1  0 ,

(16.a)

wl x , s   wl 1  x , s   wk ,np s ·kl  wk , p s ·kl 1  0 ,

(16.b)

-Lagrange mode:
ul  x , s   ul 1  x , s   u k ,np s ·kl ,x  u k , p s ·kl ,x1  0 ,

(16.c)

where summation convention applies to k; and lk, lk,x, l+1k and l+1k,x are the degrees
of freedom of the coincident nodes l and l+1 (see equations (11) or (12)). Node l can belong
to the cross-section of the non-perforated part, and node l+1 to the cross-section of the
perforated part (or vice versa).
At this point, it is important to note that equations (16) are a first proposal, introduced here
to explain the general analysis procedure. They are the constraints that anyone familiar with
GBT would probably choose as a first option to solve the problem of connection between
parts. However, it will be seen that this set of constraint equations may lead to a final nonrobust procedure. Consequently, in the end, a different option will be chosen. This issue is
discussed in Section 3.2, together with complementary explanations on: which degrees of
freedom (u, v or w) should be considered in the equations; and how these equations should be
applied to constrain (link) different points of the coincident cross-sections.
The constraints are finally introduced into the finite element procedure via the Lagrange
multiplier’s method. This involves the generation of a constraint matrix [C], which is
combined with the stiffness matrix in the following way:
9

T


K c   K  C   ,
 C  0  

(17)

where [Kc] is the constrained global stiffness matrix; [K] is the global stiffness matrix
presented above (equation(15.a)); and [0] is a matrix containing zeros. The geometric stiffness
matrix [Gc] can be obtained in a similar way. Finally, the eigenvalue problem to be solved to
determine the elastic bucking loads and modes can be constructed:

Kc   Gc · dc   0 .

(18)

3 VALIDATION AND ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES
3.1 Introduction to the examples
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So far, the article has presented a general outline of the proposed GBT procedure for
perforated columns. There are still some important issues to be discussed that will be
introduced in this Section by means of examples. The validation of the procedure is also
presented here step by step as the different issues are solved.

80 mm

a) Channel rack columns (S1 to S4)

b) Omega rack columns (S5 to S8)

Fig. 5. Investigated columns.

Fig. 5 shows the columns considered in the examples and final validation: two channel
columns, and two omega columns. In all cases, two different sheet thicknesses have been
considered: 1.5 mm and 3 mm, which correspond to the lower and upper limits of the range of
thickness commonly used for such columns in pallet rack structures.
The channel columns are similar to those normally produced by North American rack
manufacturers, showing the typical tear-drop holes. On the other hand, the omega crosssections are mostly used in Europe and Australia, and they can show different hole shapes and
sizes. Each manufacturer has its own hole configuration. The configurations chosen in this
study for the omega cross-sections are similar to those of real rack columns.
However, it should be underlined that only rectangular holes are allowed in the proposed
method. Consequently, the analyses are performed on columns containing rectangular holes
that are large enough to circumscribe the real holes (Fig. 5). Another simplification is that
only web holes are included in the column models, although most of the rack columns show
web and flange holes. If the flange holes had been included, the resulting GBT beam model
would have been too complex for a first verification of the procedure. Nevertheless, it should
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be pointed out that more realistic column models, including non-rectangular holes and flange
perforations, have been recently tested with satisfactory results in Casafont et al.17.
In addition to the perforation patterns shown in Fig. 5, the proposed procedure has also
been tested on the patterns included in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. Investigated perforation patterns. The pitch is 50 mm, except where indicated. (dimensions in
mm.)

Most of the discussions in the following Sections of the article are illustrated by means of
analyses on a fixed ended S4 column (Fig. 5(a)). However, all columns in Figs. 5 and 6,
pinned and fixed ended, are used to validate the accuracy of the different proposed
procedures.
The discussions are mainly focused on the following issues: (i) the performance of
constraint equations (16); (ii) the selection of the deformation modes to be included in the
analyses; and (iii) the sensitivity of the results to the cross-section and member discretization.
The objective is to use the minimum number of constraint equations and deformation modes,
and the simplest discretization in order to reduce the computational cost as much as possible.
It is worth noting that, since the discretization has to be adapted to a large number of holes,
the number of degrees of freedom can be very large.
A program in Matlab18 has been developed to carry out the analyses with the proposed
GBT procedure. The validation of the procedure is verified by running this program multiple
times for different member cross-sections and lengths, and comparing the resulting buckling
loads to the results of analyses performed with shell finite elements (SFEM). The finite
element work has been done in ANSYS19.
The present Section closes with Fig. 7 that shows the buckling load curves of column S4
with and without holes obtained via SFEM. It can be observed that the effect of the holes is
significant, and should be considered in the analyses. In this figure, the L curve represents
local buckling loads, SD symmetric distortional buckling loads, AD anti-symmetric
distortional buckling loads, TF torsional-flexural buckling loads, and F flexural buckling
loads. The curves correspond to buckling loads of dominant buckling modes identified by
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“convenntional” crooss-sections within eachh part.
In (116), continuuity of u and
d w is forceed to set thee equations,, while the v componeent is not
considered. If continuity of v had
h also beeen imposed
d in the anallysis, 6 cons
nstraint equaations on
lk wouuld have been
b
added to the 6 aalready deffined to enssure the coontinuity in
n w (see
equationns (1) and (16)). Thee problem w
with the ad
dditional eq
quations onn v is that they are
causing the matricces of the eigenvalue
e
pproblem (18) to be ill conditioneed, which results in
12

final incoherent results (if it is wanted to force continuity in v, then it is necessary to remove
continuity equations on w). This is the main reason why it is recommended not to overconstrain the duplicated degrees of freedom at the connection.
From the discussion of the previous paragraph, it can also be concluded that in the
proposed approach is not possible to enforce displacement continuity conditions in the usual
manner. For example, it is not possible to enforce full continuity of the u, v and w
displacements and their derivatives. In this sense, it has to be recalled that the actual GBT
degrees of freedom of the system are lk and lk,x (amplitude and amplitude of the
derivative), and that it would have made sense to force their continuity at the connection.
Equations (16) are, in fact, introducing such continuity condition, but in a special way: instead
of forcing the continuity separately mode by mode, it is forced combining modes. The
combination of modes is introduced with mechanical sense, considering continuity conditions
in the u-v-w space. This was done in this way since the beginning following references by
Basaglia et al.20,21, which deal with the modelling of joints in GBT. Actually, the authors
tested the option of imposing continuity of lk,x and lk mode by mode, but the results were
not satisfactory. The problem is that the number of GBT degrees of freedom at the interface
between parts is usually lower than the number of u, v and w components at the connecting
points. Consequently, it is not possible to force full u-v-w continuity without overconstraining the GBT degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, it will be seen bellow that it is
possible to produce buckling modes showing a continuous and smooth shape, and reasonable
good estimations of buckling loads.
The equations are set by selecting a number of connecting points, i.e., s values in equations
(16) (see parameter s in Fig. 8(a)), so that the total number of required constraint equations
can be defined. In the present article, the connecting points are located at the natural nodes
and at the mid-point of the cross-section segments. For instance, in the first steps of the
investigation, and as a first trial, the 6 connecting points shown in Fig. 8(b) were used for
cross-section S4. This allowed the procedure to set the 12 constraint equations discussed in
the previous paragraphs. When the axial deformation mode was considered Lagrangian, only
5 connecting points were selected for equation (16b), the w connecting point between nodes 8
and 9 was eliminated.
The location of the connecting points is a matter of study. There are sets of connecting
points that can produce singular or ill conditioned systems, in spite of using the right number
of equations. At the end of this Section, a set of connecting points that has been fully tested by
the authors during the investigation is recommended.
In conclusion, it can be seen that there are different options to set the constraint equations,
but not all possible options are valid. Different combinations of equations were tested in the
present investigation. A few of them are reported in the following paragraphs to show some of
the problems encountered when developing the analysis procedure.
Fig. 9(e) displays the critical buckling loads resulting from the first GBT analysis of
column S4 (6u5w values). It was performed applying constraint equations (16), with 6
deformation modes and 6 connecting points (Fig. 8(b)). The axial mode was considered
Lagrangian (only 5 w-continuity equations were applied). The results are rather low when
compared to the shell finite element loads (SFEM values). Displays of the critical buckling
mode for a 1400 mm long column can be seen in Fig. 9(a). It can be observed that the
perforated and non-perforated parts are poorly connected.
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Fiig. 8. Cross-ssection discrretization andd connecting
g points considered in thee initial studies.

a) 6uu6w

b) 6uu3w2v

c) 6u6u

e) Crittical bucklingg loads

d) 66u5u

Fig. 9.. First resultss for column S4 obtainedd considering
g distortional and global ddeformation modes.

It waas decided to
t improve the
t results bby adding new
n constraiints to the m
model. The aim was
to increase the num
mber of link
ks at the inteerface betweeen parts in
n order to im
mprove the buckling
b
mode shhape and inncrease the critical buuckling load
d. Consequeently, the fo
following co
onstraint
equationns were addded:
vl  x , s   vl 1  x , s   vk ,np s ·kl  vk , p s ·kl 1  0 ,

(19)

w
also ap
pplied to thee five conneection pointts shown inn Fig. 8(b), resulting
r
The equations were
in 16 coonstraint eqquations for 11 degreess of freedom
m per interfa
face. As exppected, acco
ording to
what haas been poointed out above,
a
the eigenvaluee system beecame ill cconditioned and no
coherennt solution was
w obtaineed (the eigeenvectors an
nd eigenvalues were coomplex and
d had no
14

physicaal meaning). Then, anaalyses com
mbining 6 constraint eq
quations off type (16a) plus 3
equationns of type (16b)
(
and 2 equations of type (19
9) were carrried out. Figg. 9 also sh
hows the
results w
when usingg the conneccting pointss of Fig. 8(b
b) (two of the
t w conneecting pointts in this
figure w
were used as
a v connectting points)). Now the system cou
uld be satisffactorily sollved, the
bucklingg loads impproved, 6u3w
w2v values,, but the shaape of the buckling
b
moodes was no
ot correct
(Fig. 9(bb)).
Afterr testing diffferent constraint equattions, it wass verified th
hat the best results are obtained
with:
(20.a)
u k ,np s ·kl ,x  u k , p s ·kl ,x1  0 ,
u k ,np s ·kl  u k , p s ·kl 1  0 ,

(20.b)

All cconstraints were
w
applieed to the naatural nodess (Fig. 8(c))). It should be pointed out that
these noodes were not
n used to set
s the consttraint equattions in the previous annalyses, wheere u - w
continuiity is impossed. This is due to the fact the w component
c
has two diffferent values in the
natural nnodes, depeending on which
w
elemeent adjacentt to the nodee is considerred.
The first equattion in (20) is (16a), while in the second
d one the m
modal long
gitudinal
displaceements (uk,nnp and uk,p) are used innstead the transverse
t
displacemen
d
nts (wk,np an
nd wk,p).
l
The usee of uk(s) components
c
combined with  k iss consistentt in GBT, due to the existing
linear reelationshipss between wk(s) nodal vvalues of th
he conventio
onal modes and the uk(s)
( nodal
9,12,13
values
. The reesulting bucckling load curves and buckling mode
m
shapess are rather good, as
shown in Figs. 9(c) to 9(e)). See alsoo Fig. 10(aa), that sho
ows the Pb,,GBT/ Pb,SFEEM ratios
correspoonding to thhe analyses presented sso far. It is noted that two
t differennt sets of vaalues are
includedd in this figgure: the 6u6
6u values coorrespond to
o analyses carried
c
out cconsidering
g that the
axial moode is Herm
mitian, whilee the 6u5u vvalues are obtained
o
fro
om analysess where this mode is
considered Lagranngian. In th
his last casee, since on
ne of the (2
20.b) equatitions is rem
moved, a
connectting point has also to be
b removed from Fig. 8(c).
8
The (20.b) equatioon correspo
onding to
node 144 (Fig. 8(a))) is the equ
uation choseen to be rem
moved from
m the constrraining set (i.e., the
equationn (20.b) thaat is set usin
ng the s vaalue corresponding to node
n
14 is rremoved). It
I can be
observeed that both analyses prroduce almoost the samee buckling loads (see allso Fig. 10((a)).
As pointed out in
i Section 2.2,
2 the axiaal mode wass finally con
nsidered Her
ermitian to avoid
a
the
ural node sshould be unselected
u
when definning the co
onstraint
need off deciding which natu
equationns.

a)) Analysis with
w DG modes

b) Analysis with DG annd LS modess

Fig. 10. Accurracy of the fi
first analyses carried out for
f column SS4.

Similar calculattions were carried
c
out adding the local shearr modes andd the corressponding
constraiint equationns and conn
necting poinnts. When global,
g
disto
ortional andd local sheaar modes
are conssidered, connstraint equaations (20) transform in
nto:
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LS
l
DG
D
l 1
LS
l
l 1
u kDG
,npp s · k ,x  u k , p s · k ,x  u k ,np s · k ,x  u k , p s · k ,x  0 ,
l
DG
l 1
u kDG
0,
,np s · k  u k , p s · k

(21.a)
(21.b)

where D
DG and LS
S denote thee family of distortionaal and globaal deformatition modes, and the
family of local shhear modes,, respectiveely. Since local
l
shear modes are of Lagran
nge type,
equationn (20.b), annd its corresponding connecting
g points (Fiig. 8(c)), ddo not chan
nge. The
connectting points for equation (21a) aare plotted in Fig. 8((d). After tthese analy
yses, the
conclusion was thee same (Fig. 10(b)): thee best optio
on is to use constraint eequations siimilar to
ons (21) with
th connectin
ng points
(20) andd connecting points in Fig. 8(c), i. e., in this caase, equatio
Fig. 8(cc,d).
Table 1 shows the constraaint equationns and conn
necting poiints that aree finally ch
hosen for
each fam
mily of defformation modes.
m
The constraint configuratio
c
ons includedd in the Tab
ble have
been deefined so thhat the num
mber of coonstraint equations is equal, or vvery similarr, to the
numberr of degreees of freedo
om. By prooceeding in
n this way, it is ensuured a finaal robust
proceduure, and it is
i avoided the
t occurrennce of ill conditioned
c
systems prroducing incoherent
results.

Taable 1. Recom
mmended coonstraint equaations and co
onnecting pooints

l
DG
l 1
ukDG
,np s ·k ,x  u k , p s ·k ,x  0

l
DG
l 1
ukDG
0
,np s ·k  uk , p s ·k

wkL,np s ·kl ,x  wkL, p s ·kl ,x1  0

wkL,np s ·kl  wkL, p s ·kl 1  0
vkNS,np s ·kl ,x  vkNS, p s ·kl ,x1  0

vkNS,np s ·kl  vkNS,p s ·kl 1  0
ukLS,np s ·kl ,x  ukLS,p s ·kl ,x1  0

vkTE,np s ·kl ,x  vkTE, p s ·kl ,x1  0

vkTE,np s ·kl  vkTE,p s ·kl 1  0
* The L
LS constraintt equations and
a connectiing points arre added to the DG connstraint equattions and
connnecting poinnts as describ
bed in eq. (211.a) and Fig. 8(d), respectively.
** NS annd TS constrraint equation
ns for omegaa columns haave not been investigatedd yet.
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For some mode families, the condition mentioned in the previous paragraph cannot be
applied without a decision on the cross-section nodes or segments to be constrained. An
example can be found when working with conventional local modes, for which the number of
cross-section segments is always higher than the number of deformation modes. If, for
instance, such modes are included in the analysis of the S4 column, using the discretization
shown in Table 1, 11 constraint equations have to be added because there are 11 new
duplicated degrees of freedom at the interface cross-sections. Introducing 11 constraint
equations, involves unselecting 3 of the 14 segments of the discretized cross-section. To avoid
making a decision on the segments to be eliminated, it was decided to constrain all segments.
Although the condition on the number of constraint equations is not accomplished, it has been
verified that the method keeps on being robust for the tested channel cross-sections.
Another situation where additional segments are constrained is when a symmetric pattern
of connecting points is wanted. This is the case of the omega cross-section local modes in
Table 1. For example, in cross-sections S5 and S6, the number of conventional local
deformation modes is 15, so 15 segments have to be constrained. However, in the end, 16
segments are constrained in order to generate a symmetric pattern of connecting points. As a
consequence, no decision has to be made concerning the unpaired constraint equation
(connecting point). It is also worth to point out that in the case of omega columns it is not
recommended to constrain all the cross-section segments, as it was done for simple channel
cross-sections. Constraining all the segments produce excessively high local buckling loads.
3.3 Calculation of initial stresses
Before going deeper into the study of the buckling load calculation, it is worth devoting a
short section of the article to the initial stress resultants (GBT internal forces), that are used to
generate the geometric stiffness matrices.
The initial stress resultants are determined from the displacement vector calculated by
solving the following equation:

Kc ·dc   F  ,

(22)

where {F} is the vector of external loads. Since members under pure compression are only
investigated in the present study, the force vector has a unitary compression force at the top
node of the column (on the 1,x degree of freedom), and the other components are zero.
The stress resultants W0k in equations (4) and (14) are derived from the solution of (22). It
is worth to note that they are not limited to a pure compression. The presence of holes
produces secondary internal forces that are considered in the analysis. For instance, the
compression load causes a secondary bending moment (corresponding to mode 3 in Fig. 2),
because the centroid of the perforated part of the column is different from the centroid of the
non-perforated part. In a similar way, there are other initial stress resultants associated to
other deformation modes.
It is interesting to study the stresses produced by the GBT internal forces. This allowed the
authors to assess the performance of the proposed procedure when carrying out linear
analyses, and to identify which stress components had to be considered in the generation of
the geometric stiffness matrix. The aim was to include only the most significant stresses in the
analysis.
First, the initial x, s and xs SFEM stresses are compared in Figs. 11(b) and 11(c), that
show the values corresponding to the web of the cross-sections indicated in Fig. 11(a). The
stress values are taken from the outer plane of the sheet, and have been normalized to the
17

maximuum x stresss. Similar sttress distribbutions can be
b observed
d in the otheer planes within
w
the
thicknesss of the shheet becausee it is mainnly subjected to pure compressionn (the plate bending
and torrsional stresss componeents are sm
mall). It caan be conclluded from
m these graphs that
longituddinal stresses are sign
nificantly hhigher than the others.. The maxiimum value of the
transverrse stress s is about 20
2 % of thee maximum longitudinaal stress x , and shearr stresses
xs are oonly relevannt in the cro
oss-section nnear the perrforations.
s
B
A

a) x w
web stress

c) Secction B

b) Section A

Fig. 111. Normalizzed SFEM strresses (stressses are show
wn normalized
d with respecct to the max
ximum
stress valu
ue).

Fig. 12 shows thhe stress distribution aat the same cross-sectio
ons calculatted by mean
ns of the
d for the lo
ongitudinal stresses in terms of
GBT prroposed proocedure. The results arre very good
distribuution and magnitude. On
O the otherr hand, the level of strresses correesponding to
o s and
xs is inn agreementt with the SFEM
S
resullts, but it is not possiblle to match the exact values
v
in
some caases: s in Section
S
A, and
a xs in Seection B.

a) Section A

b) Section B
Fiig. 12. SFEM
M stresses vs. GBT stresses.

Thee focus off the study
y was thenn put on the
t
longitu
udinal stres ses x. Th
he other
componnents,s annd xs, weree considereed too low,, and were not taken into accou
unt when
computiing the geeometric stiffness mat
atrix. GBT analyses were
w
carrieed out con
nsidering
differennt deformatiion modes and
a numberr of elemen
nts per part, and the reesults concerning x
were coompared. In Figs. 13 an
nd 14, it cann be observed the sensiitivity of thhe stress disttribution
to the m
modes included in the analysis.
a
Thhe use of on
nly conventional modees (D,G and
d L) does
not leadd to accuratee distributio
ons (Figs. 133(b) and 13
3(c), and GB
BT DG and GBT DG+L
L in Fig.
14). The key pointt is the partticipation off the local shear modees (LS). Whhen such modes
m
are
considered (Figs. 13(d)
1
to 13((g), and opttions with LS
L modes in
n Fig. 14), tthe stresses become
similar tto those obttained with SFEM.
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The uuse of the natural
n
sheaar (NS) andd transverse extension (TE)
(
modess does not in
nvolve a
significaant improveement of th
he longitudinnal stress distribution (Fig.
(
14). T
The effect of natural
shear m
modes is alw
ways very small
s
(see aalso next Sections),
S
an
nd the effecct of the transverse
extensioon modes has been verified too be only significant in the deetermination
n of s
distribuution.

b DG
b)

e DG+L+LS
e)
S

a)

d) DG+LSS

c) DG+L

f) DG+L+L
LS+TE

g)
g DG+L+LSS+TE+NS

Fig. 13. Sensitiviity of x to th
he deformatiion modes in
ncluded in thee analysis (thhe map of strresses
corresponnds to the sheeet outer plan
ne).

aa) Section A

b) Secttion B

Fig. 14. Sensitiviity of x in seections A annd B (Fig. 11)) to the deforrmation moddes included in the
analysiss.
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The sensitivity of
o the x strresses to thee number of finite elem
ment divisioons can be observed
o
he analyses (see discusssions in
in Fig. 15. The nuumber of cross-section nodes is 15 for all th
Section 3.5), whilee the numb
ber of elem
ments in thee longitudin
nal directionn goes from
m 1 to 6
elementts per part.. The x gradient
g
in the longitu
udinal and transversall directionss can be
roughlyy captured with only one finitee element. The GBT stress disttribution ob
bviously
improvees as the nuumber of fin
nite element
nts increasess. Good resu
ults are alreeady obtained when
four eleements per part
p are used
d (Fig. 15(cc)).

d) 6 elements
c)) 4 elements
a)) 1 element
b) 2 elements
Figg. 15. Sensitiivity of x to
o the number of GBT beaam elements per
p part (the map of stressses
corresponnds to the sheeet outer plan
ne).

Finallly, it is woorth noting that
t
when ppure compreession is ap
pplied, the sstress resulttants and
stress diistributions are the sam
me all along the membeer for each one
o of the pparts, perforrated and
non-perrforated parrts (see stressses in Fig. 13(a)). It is
i recommended to takke advantag
ge of this
fact, beecause it siggnificantly reduces thhe computattional cost when consstructing the global
geometrric stiffnesss matrix. For
F instancee, in the present
p
inveestigation, oonly four different
geometrric stiffnesss submatrices were useed: (i) interrmediate peerforated paart; (ii) interrmediate
non-perrforated partt; (iii) top non-perforat
n
ted part; and
d (iv) bottom
m non-perfoorated part.
3.4 Seleection of deeformation modes
3.4.1 Diistortional and
a global buckling
b
loaads
Oncee a robust procedure
p
haad been set by selecting the appropriate consttraint equattions and
connectting points,, and the relevant
r
iniitial stressees had been
n identifiedd, the investigation
focusedd on the seleection of thee deformatioon modes to
o be includeed in the bucckling analy
ysis.
Befoore going innto details, it should bbe pointed out that alll combinatioons of defo
ormation
modes ttested in thhe investigaation contaiined all disstortional an
nd global cconventionaal modes
(the DG
G combinatiion): the axiial extensioon mode, tw
wo flexural modes,
m
the torsional mode
m
and
all distoortional moodes. Some preliminaryy analyses carried outt on column
mn S4 witho
out these
modes ddid not succceed (no so
olution couldd be obtain
ned). Conseq
quently, it w
was consideered that
the DG
G combinattion should
d always bbe included
d in the an
nalyses to ensure thee correct
perform
mance of thee proceduree. The actuual goal of this part of the articlee is to show
w which
modes hhave to be added
a
to thee DG combiination to geet accurate buckling
b
loaad estimatio
ons.
In thhe beginningg, the proced
dure was deeveloped to calculate distortional
d
aand global buckling
b
loads, ssince it wass not expectted to obtaiin good results for local bucklingg with the proposed
p
GBT prrocedure (seee Casafont et al.22). Thhis is the reeason why the article shhows the reesults for
distortioonal and global
g
buck
kling modess first, and
d afterward
ds, in the nnext Sectio
on, local
bucklingg is invesstigated. Fu
urthermore, it will be seen thaat the optiimum selecction of
deformaation modess for local buckling
b
is nnot optimum
m for the oth
her bucklingg modes.
The first analyses of S4 that producedd reasonable results weere carried out consideering the
mentionned DG com
mbination. The
T accuraccy of the an
nalyses is sh
hown in Figgs. 16(a) an
nd 16(b).
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It can bee observed a first rangee of columnn lengths, un
ntil approximately 150 0 mm, where the Pb
/P
ratios
are
not
sta
able.
They
decrease
fo
or distortion
nal bucklinng and incrrease for
GBT b S
SFEM
torsionaal-flexural buckling.
b
Th
his is attribuuted to the fact that in this first raange, the sy
ymmetric
distortioonal mode is
i combined
d with locall modes, and
d the torsional-flexurall mode is co
ombined
with annti-symmetrric distortional modes. As the len
ngth increases, the par
articipation of these
secondaary modes disappears
d
and
a the resullts become more stablee.

a)) Symmetric distortional buckling

b) Torsional-fleexural buckliing

d) Torsional-fleexural buckliing

c) Symmetriic distortionaal buckling

Fig.. 16. Accuraccy of the firsst analyses on
n S4.

When looking at
a the resultts above 15500 mm, it can be obsserved that the propossed GBT
analysiss produces slightly
s
con
nservative ddistortional buckling lo
oads, but gloobal buckling loads
are overrestimated. The Pb GBT/P
/ b SFEM ratiios go up to
o 1.10 for global
g
bucklling (or eveen higher
in somee of the otheer columns investigated
i
d).
In orrder to impprove the reesults, locall shear modes were added
a
to thee analysis (DG+LS
(
combinaation). Thiss was the first option inn view of the
t results of
o the stresss study pressented in
the prevvious Sectiion, where it was verrified that the inclusio
on of locall shear modes was
fundam
mental to repproduce thee distributioon of the longitudinal normal
n
streesses (x). The
T new
DG+LS
S buckling loads,
l
show
wn also in Fiigs. 16(a) and
a 16(b), arre lower, beecoming accceptable
for the T
TF bucklingg mode. TF Pb GBT/Pb SFFEM ratios deecrease to about
a
1.05.
Furthhermore, it is also inteeresting to see Fig. 17
7, that show
ws the norm
malized long
gitudinal
displaceement distriibution in the
t web off a non-perforated and
d perforatedd column. The
T plot
correspoonds to cross-section B highlighteed in Fig. 11(a), and to
o a dominannt torsional-flexural
bucklingg mode. Thhe displacements of thhe graph have been normalized
n
w
with respecct to the
maximuum web dissplacement.. It can be observed that the no
on-perforateed column shows a
linear ddisplacemennt distributio
on, while foor the perforrated one the distributioon becomess slightly
non-lineear. DG deeformation modes cann only pro
oduce lineaar longitudiinal displaccements.
Therefoore, it seem
ms reasonab
ble to add the LS modes to im
mprove the results of the DG
combinaation. It is a way to alllow the GB
BT model to
o adapt to the
t non-lineear distributtion (see
Fig. 2(cc)).
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Fig. 17. SFEM distribution
d
of
o longitudinnal web displaacements forr a TF buckliing mode. Values
norrmalized with
h respect to tthe maximum
m web longittudinal displaacement.

New
w mode com
mbinations are
a studied to provide a completee view of thhe sensitivitty of the
results w
with respectt to the defo
ormation m
modes. The deformation
d
n mode sets finally inveestigated
are the DG and DG+LS discussed
d
inn the prev
vious parag
graphs, togeether with:: DG+L
(distortiional + gloobal + con
nventional llocal modees), DG+L+
+LS (distorrtional + global
g
+
conventtional locall + local sh
hear modess), and DG
G+L+LS+NS
S (distortionnal + conv
ventional
local + local shear + natural shear
s
modess). Transverrse extensio
on modes arre not consiidered in
the stuudy of disstortional and
a
global buckling loads, because theyy involve a huge
computaational costt (as it will be
b seen in thhe next Secction).
Figs.. 16(c) andd 16(d) sho
ow the resuults obtained with the different ssets of defo
ormation
modes. On the one hand, it can
c be obseerved that distortional
d
buckling lloads becom
me more
conservvative as thee number of
o deformattion modes are added to the anallyses. On the
t other
hand, concerning the
t torsionaal flexural buckling mode,
m
it is interesting to see thatt: (i) the
DG+L combination does not improve thhe DG set, because LS
L deformattion modess are not
t proceduure improves with the number
n
of ddeformation modes.
used; annd (ii) the acccuracy of the
In Fiig. 16, it seeems difficu
ult to chooose a mode combinatio
on from thee accuracy point of
view. H
However, thhe decision becomes eaasy when th
he computaational cost is considerred. This
can be sseen in Fig. 18(a), that shows the CPU time cost
c of each
h option norrmalized to the time
cost of tthe simplesst mode com
mbination, thhe DG com
mbination. Itt is noted thhat 90 secon
nds were
needed to produce the whole set of DG bbuckling loaads shown in Fig. 9(e)) (or Fig. 16
6) with a
n a PC Inteel Core i5-3470 CPU3.2Ghz. From
m the valuees shown
non-opttimized Mattlab code in
in the ffigure, it iss reasonable to state tthat the DG
G+LS optio
on guaranteees a good balance
betweenn accuracy and
a computtational costt.
.

a) Distortionall and global buckling
b

b)
b Local buckkling

Fig. 18. Noormalized CP
PU time cost.
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The DG+LS coombination was finallyy chosen to
o assess the performannce of the proposed
p
proceduure. Fig. 199(a) shows the accuraacy resultin
ng from thee analyses of all the columns
presenteed in Sectioon 3.1 (Figss. 5 and 6).. It can be concluded
c
that
t
rather ggood bucklling load
values aare obtainedd (Pb GBT/Pb SFEM ratios for stabilizeed buckling loads betw
ween 0.90 an
nd 1.05).

a)) Distortionaal and global buckling
b)
b Local bucckling
Fig. 19. Accurracy of the prroposed methhod when tessted on colum
mns shown inn Figs. 5 and
d 6.

3.4.2 Loocal bucklinng loads
In a similar wayy as for the distortionall and globall buckling loads, differrent mode sets
s were
t aim to obtain
o
the ooptimum co
ombination for local bu
buckling. Th
he tested
investiggated with the
sets werre: DG+L, DG+L+LS,
D
DG+L+LS
S+TE (distortional + global + locaal shear + transverse
extensioon modes), and DG+L
L+LS+TE+N
NS (distortiional + global + locall shear + transverse
extensioon + naturall shear mod
des).
The resulting loocal bucklin
ng loads forr cross-section S4 are shown in FFig. 20(a). It
I can be
g
results are alreeady obtain
ned using the first aand simplesst mode
seen thhat rather good
combinaation (DG+
+L), with Pb GBT/Pb SFEEM ratios beetween 1.00 and 1.05. Actually, when
w
LS
modes are added,, buckling loads becoome more unconservative, and they only can be
considered acceptaable when TE
T and NS m
modes are also
a includeed in the anaalysis. The problem
with succh sets com
mbining so many
m
deform
mation mod
des is again the computtational cosst, as can
be seen in Fig. 18(bb). The CPU
U time was so high thaat it was believed impoossible to an
nalyse all
columnss presented in Section 3.1 to assesss the perfo
ormance of the methodd. It should be
b noted
that, forr instance, the computational tim
me of the DG+L+SL+T
D
TE set is m
more than 30
3 times
higher tthe computaational timee of the DG
G+L combin
nation. In a similar wayy as in the previous
p
section, the compuutational cosst in Fig. 188(b) has beeen normalizeed to the coomputationaal cost of
0 seconds (tthe results of
o the DG option
o
are nnot included
d in Fig.
the DG option, whhich was 20
20(a)).

a) Local bucklling

b) Distortional bucklingg

Fig. 20.
2 Accuracy
y of the propoosed method
d when tested
d on short collumns.
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Finally, the DG+L option was chosen to assess the local buckling load predictions. The
results are better than expected, with most of the Pb GBT/Pb SFEM ratios between 0.90 and 1.10
(See Fig. 19(b)).
It is also worth to point out that the GD+L combination may be used to improve the
distortional buckling loads of short columns, which usually show distortional buckling modes
that are combined with local buckling modes. This can be observed in Fig. 20(b), where
distortional buckling loads obtained with the DG+LS set are compared to those obtained
DG+L set (and others) for S4 short columns.
3.5 Sensitivity to the cross-section and member discretization
The sensitivity of the procedure to the model discretization is first illustrated with
examples working on channel columns (column S4). Afterwards, at the end of the Section,
advice will be given concerning the optimum discretization for models of omega columns.
All calculations on channel columns performed in the preceding Sections were carried out
with the cross-section shown in Fig. 8(a), where 15 nodes are used. Concerning the member
(or longitudinal) discretization, the number of finite elements was different depending on the
buckling mode type calculated: 1 element was used for distortional and global buckling loads,
and 2 elements were used for local buckling loads.
3.5.1 Sensitivity to the number of cross-section segments
First, the sensitivity to the number of cross-section nodes is investigated. It should be
pointed out that reducing the number of cross-section nodes will reduce the number of
deformation modes considered in the analysis of the member and, therefore, the degrees of
freedom and the computational cost. The number of modes considered in a GBT beam
analysis is actually independent of the cross-section discretization, because it is always
possible to include just some of the modes that result from the GBT cross-section analysis.
However, in the proposed procedure all modes derived in the cross-section analysis for a
specific family are included in the calculation of the buckling load. For instance, if it is
decided to consider the LS modes, then all LS modes are included in the member analysis.
This is done in this way to avoid having to select different connecting point configurations
depending on the number and shape of deformation modes chosen for the analysis. It is a way
of reducing the number of decisions to be made during the procedure.

a) 10 nodes

c) 15 nodes
d) 19 nodes
b) 13 nodes
Fig. 21. Cross-section discretization investigated for column S4.

e) 23 nodes

Fig. 22 shows the local, distortional and global buckling loads obtained for four different
S4 column lengths analysed with the cross-section models shown in Fig. 21. The DG+L mode
set was used for the local buckling mode, and the DG+LS mode set for distortional and global
buckling loads, according to the conclusions drawn in the previous Section. Concerning local
buckling loads, 15, or even 13, nodes are enough to get accurate values; while for distortional
and global buckling loads, it can be observed that acceptable results are already obtained with
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only 100 nodes, whhich is the number
n
of nnodes needed to define a channell cross-section with
two perforations.
Finallly, it is decided that 15 nodes iss a good op
ption for the buckling load calcullation of
channell rack cross--sections, su
uch as S4.

a) L=500 mm
m

b)
b L=1000 mm

d)
d L=2200 mm
c) L=1600 mm
m
Fig. 22. Sensitivity to the number of cross-seection nodes (L: local bucckling loads; SD: symmeetric
distortional bucklingg loads; TF: torsional-flex
t
xural bucklin
ng loads; F: flexural
f
buckkling loads).

a) Local bu
uckling loadss

b)) Symmetric distortional buckling loaads.

c)
c Torsional--flexural buck
kling loads.
Fig. 23. Sensitivity to the meember discrettization (for example: 1e means one eelement per part).
p
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3.5.1 Seensitivity too the numberr of finite ellements
The longitudinaal discretization is highh in rack columns, becaause their ppitch (Figs. 4 and 5)
is short compared to
t their leng
gth. Many eelements haave to be ussed to reprooduce the peerforated
geometrry. As a consequencee, the simpplest possib
ble longitud
dinal discreetization, on
ne finite
elementt per part, is
i enough to
o get accuraate results of
o distortion
nal and gloobal bucklin
ng loads,
see Fig. 23(b) andd 23(c). Th
his is due too the fact that
t
the disstortional an
and global buckling
b
wavelenngths are muuch longer than the pittch of the co
olumns.
On tthe contraryy, if the callculation is carried ou
ut to determ
mine local bbuckling loaads, it is
recomm
mended to perform
p
always a sennsitivity an
nalysis of the
t results to the num
mber of
longituddinal beam elements. The buckliing wavelen
ngths of lo
ocal modes may be similar or
shorter than the pitch
p
lengths in rack ccolumns. Consequently
y, the buckkling load becomes
b
sensitivve to the lonngitudinal discretizationn, and moree than one element
e
perr part is neeeded. For
examplee, 2 beam elements hav
ve to be connsidered in the analysiss of the S4 ccolumn to make
m
the
model innsensitive to
t the discreetization, as demonstratted in Fig. 23(a).
2
The conclusion in relation
n to the lonngitudinal discretizatio
d
on of S4 ccan be that using 2
elementts per part will ensurre accurate results forr all types of bucklinng modes. If local
bucklingg loads are not needed,, than it is rrecommendeed to use just 1 elemennt per part.
It shoould be pointed out thaat when moore than 1 ellement is ussed in the pperforated parts, and
local deeformation modes aree considereed, the eigeen-buckling
g analysis results in spurious
bucklingg modes loccalized at th
he perforateed zones off the pitch, as
a can be seeen in Fig. 24.
2 Such
bucklingg modes usuually show a very low buckling lo
oad, becausee the stiffneess of the peerforated
area, wiith reduced thickness, is small. Thhere is no need
n
to worry about the
hese spuriou
us modes
becausee they are veery easy to identify
i
andd remove fro
om the outp
put of the annalysis.

Fig.
F 24. Spurrious local bu
uckling mode.

T
1 is sshowing thee optimum section disscretization
n for the
Finallly, it is nooted that Table
omega rack colum
mns analysed in the present inv
vestigation. Concerninng the long
gitudinal
discretizzation, 3 eleements per part were nneeded in su
uch columnss to get accuurate local buckling
b
loads, w
while only 1 element was enough ffor the disto
ortional and global buckkling loads..
4 CON
NCLUSION
NS
The first results of an invesstigation onn the analysis of cold-fo
formed steell rack colum
mns with
multiplee perforatioons by meaans of the G
Generalised
d Beam Th
heory are pr
presented. From
F
the
beginninng, the aim
m of the au
uthors was tto develop a general method witth a wide range
r
of
applicattion, wheree perforatio
ons had too be consid
dered in th
he derivatioon of the analysis
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procedure. The idea was to avoid the tough task of calibrating the method, as it occurs in the
approaches based on the use of reduced thicknesses.
The problem of dealing with perforations has been solved in GBT by meshing the
perforated and non-perforated parts of the member with two different finite elements, the
perforated and non-perforated finite element. Afterwards, constraint equations are used to link
the degrees of freedom at the interface cross-section between the parts. The main difficulties
encountered during the development of the procedure have been: (i) the robustness of the
connection at the interface; and (ii) the accuracy of results, especially, for global buckling.
The robustness of the procedure has been achieved by selecting the proper constraint
equations and connecting points for each family of GBT deformation modes. Different
constraint options were tested in the investigation to finally propose those that result in
coherent buckling loads and buckling modes. Furthermore, the constraint equations have been
set so that no decision has to be made by the user of the method concerning which
deformation modes (within each family) and connection points should be considered in the
analysis. This was also one of the objectives of the investigation.
On the other hand, the article also recommends which families of deformation modes have
to be used to get accurate results. In these sense, it is very important the role of the local shear
modes when calculating global buckling loads. The accuracy finally achieved is considered
acceptable, although, for instance, distortional buckling loads are slightly underestimated, and
global buckling loads tend to be overestimated.
Future work will be focused on different issues: (i) to improve de current degree of
accuracy; (ii) to optimise the computation procedure so that the analysis can be performed in
an effective way with as many deformation modes as possible; (iii) additional validation of
the procedure by testing more complex members and load conditions; and, finally, (iv) to
investigate the effect of considering additional stress resultants when constructing the
geometric stiffness matrix.
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